
Law School Dreams

Growing up as cliche as it may sound I always knew I wanted to become a lawyer. As a

child, when teachers and adults alike would ask "what do you want to be when you grow up?"

becoming a lawyer always came to mind. Now as I reflect on the why I recall my upbringing

which prompted me to consider law. I remember the stories my grandmother would tell me about

life in Nigeria. She would always recount how she, my mother, aunts, and uncles had to flee their

village during the Biafran War and seek asylum elsewhere. The war often referred to as the

Nigerian Civil War and was the largest massacre of Igbos at the time. Even at my young age of

ten years old, I knew that the standard of living in Nigeria was less than ideal and that

socio-economic opportunities were scarce. I recall my grandmother frequently saying, "If I was

born in the United States, like you, I could accomplish so much." My mother would echo similar

sentiments that would always end with, "dream big." Those statements were usually tinged with

regret and sadness, and I knew that my journey and my journey to law school had to be different.

Growing up, I inherently realized the distinction between varied immigration classes and

how my human rights as a first-generation American differed from my family. After reflecting, it

became overwhelmingly apparent to me the deeper issues surrounding immigration reform

unemployment, the long and expensive process of naturalization, and the lack of programs to

help new immigrants and children adjust.Many of my relatives in Nigeria still suffer and have

waited decades for the chance to have a better life in the United States. Although it seems like

they are waiting in vain. The era of civil war may be over, but the aftermath still affects the

country today. Several of the basic human rights outlined in Article 14 of the Universal



Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 regarding the "right to seek and enjoy asylum from

persecution" could be resolved with immigration law and reform. It became clear how I wanted

to use my law degree to assist my community and others in need.

" I hope to leave that, if you work hard and get your education and do a good job, that

people will respect you." I came upon this quote by Judge Jerri as she reflected on her twenty

four years working in Brazoria county and it truly resonated with me and my work ethic. As a

first generation American and future law student values such as grit,hard work,determination,

and perseverance shape who I am. My character embodies Judge Jerri's in the sense of need to

help the community and soft skills such as being fair and compassionate which can sometimes be

difficult in this industry. Like Judge Jerri who was the first female judge elected in Brazoria

county as well as a non-traditional law student, I also embody some of those characteristics. For

example, I will be the first lawyer in my family and also will be taking a non-traditional

trajectory to law school but even with some of those hurdles I am determined to succeed and

make my dreams a reality.

Lastly, just like Judge Jerri who worked on many juvenile cases and made an impact on

many student lives. I also had the opportunity to reflect on a time I challenged a belief because it

was the right thing to do. I started to seek out experiences where I can gain legal exposure into

immigration law. I interned for an organization that worked cases dealing with undocumented

immgriants and asylum cases. Although I learned much about the law, I would question

supervisors and or management if something in the case did not seem fair such as not having a

translator or legal documents in the language best suited for the client. Just like Judge Jerri I was

not afraid to speak out and voice my opinion and because of that the firm started to include many



different versions of legal documents in several different languages. The outcome brought upon a

positive effect and ultimately fulfilled my goals of serving those in need.This scholarship will

not only offset law school costs but will put me one step closer to providing myselfwith

opportunities and always dreaming big.


